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AD~RESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Engineering Doctorate Made Available
By Pat Strange

students who are working and
would find it difficult if not impossible to work toward a Ph.D.
at U of F.

A cooperative program between FTU and the University of
Florida will make it possible for
students who qualify to receive a
ctorate degree in Electrical
,_1,ngineering on the FTU campus.
Dr. Bruce E. Mathews,
Chairman
of
Electrical
Engineering at FTU, said the
purpose of the program is to
allow students in the Central
Florida area who wish to work for
a Ph.D. degree in E.E. to work at
FTU .
' Most of these are part time

The degree will be awarded by
the U of F, even though the
courses are tak~n on the FTU
1.:ampus. Mathews said some of
the FTU f;:iculty has joint appointments with U of F <they are
members of both faculties) and
these instructors are orobably
ones who will be teaching the
·
doctorate courses.
Mathews sa1a me minimum
requirements for a doctorate

degree is three academic years
past the B.A. or two academic
years of work past a Masters
degree.
This new degree has evolved
from the old GENESYS program,
which was a statewide closedcircuit TV network beamed from
the U of F until 1972.
The program has already been
approved and wil1 go into effect
as soon as students who qualify
can be enrolled.
Dr . Mathews' office is in the
process of contacting students at
the present time .
Mathews said the program will
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most likely get ·started next
quarter. He expects to have
between six and ten students
enroll for the first quarter of the
program. Requirements for the
Ph. D. program are a Masters
degree in Electrical Engineering
and an entrance exam which will
he given by the U of F.
The benefits to the .engineering
department include allowing the
fa<;ulty to participate in doctoral
level couns.eling, teaching and
research, Mathews stated.
In another degree-related
action the Student Senate has
proposed a new bill calling for the
office of Academic Affairs to
notify each student who has
passed the requirements that he
or she is eligible for an associate
of arts degree. The bill was
proposed by Tim Carro11.
Dr. Margaret H. Thomas of the
office of Academic Affairs said

the proposal was not feasible,
noting it would take a great deal
of time and several new employes to do the iob.
"There are more than 8,000
students on this campus and to
constantly review all their
transcripts to see if they have
passed the requirements for an
A.A . degree would be impossible ." she said.
Thomas
also . said
the
requirements are listed in the
catalog and any student who
thinks he has qualified has only to
fill out an application in the
registrar's office to have his
transcript checked .
The requirements are 90
quarter hours of course work
tompleted, 30 of which must have
been taken at FTU, the basic
Environmental Studies (54
hours> included.
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Energy Drive Still Strong
By Vicki Blanchfield

Although the FTU community
;.idopted a number of energy
cc.nservation measures over the
past 12 months which cut utility
('o,1surilption ·by 24 percent, more
{'ooperation is n~eded from
everyone in order to combat
mflationary utility costs.
R. N. Peruf, director of
Physical Plant, clarified the
ituation. "While the 24 percent
utility consumf,Jtion reduction is
. n impressive achievement, the
ctual cost of utilities we now
consume far exceeds previous
costs when economic measures
weren't practiced."
,James K. Eller, director of the
FTU Energy Conservation
program said, "Although our
utility bills have been much
higher lately because of the fuel
adjustment factor, I wonder what
they would've been if we hadn't
. started following conservation
practices when we did."
FTU's program began in Sept.,
1974. Eller explained, "Our role is
to develop a program that will
1.:reate a savings to the University
as well as generate an awareness
about energy conservation to the
total
Orlando community.
I lowcver, our first step was to
recognize the needs of the FTU
_,,..,..,.;:,/ campus."

·9J

Eller went on to comment
ahn:1t various energy const•rvation measures that have
brcn implemented on campus
during the past year: _
1. Air conditioning plants
located within each building are
c.:ut off at 7:00 p.m . and turned
hack on at 7:00 a.m . each day .
2. Lighting in corridors, office
areas. and the cafeteria has been
reduced to a minimum degree,
hut not to the desired level of
l'ffectiveness .
:~ . Outside lighting has been cut
somewhat. but not to the extent
that personal safety is endangered.
.:t. Car pools were established
ror students, staff. and faculty
during the 1974 energy crisis.
with only 15 percent student
n1op0ration. ta ff and facuity
dft'ctiveness wa s ('Ven le s .

5. A bus service subsidized by
the Department of Transportation and Seminole and
Orange Counties was extended to
FTU students. Bus schedules
were formulated·on the basis of
the highest need for those attending and leaving campus, and
every effort was made to obtain
ridership . The bus, with a
seating
capacity
of
approximately 50, averaged ten
passengers daily. Consequently,
the service was discontinued on

budget, and will present additional problems.
Peruf commented, "The full
weight of the Humanities and
Fine Arts and the Biological
Sciences Buildings will be felt in
our cxoenditures for energy. The
demand for Biological Sciences
alone will far exceed the
proportionately
averaged
demand for other facilities. We
0stimate that current utility
demands will increase 40-50
percent.'

Jan . 31.
6. A course

in Music Appreciation was offered for credit
on the Edu-bus. When only three
students enrolled for the course,
it was dropped.
7. Clean-up crews switched
from night to day shifts, in order
to conserve the electric bill.
8. The University closed down
from Dec. 20-30, producing a
savings of approximately $10,000.
Eller added, "Our average
kilowatt-hour saving fluctuated
between 375,000 and 425,000
kilowatt-hours per month during
the past fiscal year.
"However, with a Jlttle more
effort from everyone, our savings
could've been even more substantial."
He said emphatically, "One of
the biggest problems in our
energy conservation program is
the lack of participation on the ·
part of those who turn on lights in
large areas and Jeave the
responsibility of turning them off
to the cam pus police or someone
else."
The following statement issued
by Peru{, supports Eller's contention. "Our campus police
recently completed a two-week
survey of lights left on in'
buildings around the campus, in
\'acant rooms ci.fter 9:00 p.m . The
results prove beyond a shred of
doubt that the cause of conscnation needs a ton more of
cooperation than it's currently
receiving at FTU."
Richard V. Neuhaus. assistant
director of the Physical Plant.
reported that utility. c;osts for the
1975-76 fiscal year are estimated
at around $518-$530,000 <cxduding any sharp rate increases.
which are anticipated . l
11(' also stressed. a did Pcruf
and Eller. that utility costs from
the two new building's on campus
arl' intluded in the projected

Eller stated that appropriate
measures will be taken to reduce
unnecessary lighting and to make
building occupants aware _o f
unnecessary electricity expenditures.

As the quarter draws to an end, this squirrel, like many
FTU students, is "Up a tree," but still 'Hanging in
there." <Photo by Son:imer).

Cont. On Page 5

Library Series To Return
By Pat Strange

The FTU library has
prepared a bil.,liography for
the 1974 project entitled
"Medicmc.· and Morality."
This ;>roject was directed
by Robert G. Flick, chairman
of the Department of
Humanities, Philosophy and
Religion at FTU. The series
1.:onsisted of four programs
held in Feb., March. April
and May of last year.
rne tirst program was held
Feb. 20 at the Loch Haven Art
Ct'ntcr. The main speaker
was Chester R. Burns,
Director, Hist•>ry of Medicine
Division at the University of
Tt'xas. Medical Branch,
c;alveston . Texas. Burns
lectured on "Basis of
'.\lorality in . l\1edicine" <in
religion'. law. science and
philosophy l ...
S('cond in the series was
of Birth" : con traception. vasectomy and
tubla ligation. abortion,
artificial insemination> and
was held March 21 at Orange
l\kmorial llospilal. Th e

principal lecturer was Daniel
.Callahan. Ph.D., Director,
Institute of Society, Ethics
and the Life Science.
The third program was held
April 25 at Loch Haven Art
('pnter. The speaker was Di:_.
Elizabeth Kubler Ross,
psychiatrist. -Her topic was
"('ontrol of Dt>ath" <transplantation. artificial organs,
cuthansia, suspended
animation l.
The fourth and last of the
S('ries was entitled "Control
of (~m\lity of Life" (over- population, sterilization,
selective breeding, eugenics l
and was held May 22 at
Daytona Beach Community
College. The lecturer was Dr.
H. Bentley Glass .. geneticist.
The four pr.o grams were
taped and are available
through instructionfil media
for classroom viewing .

"('ontrol

The
bibliography
is
available in the office of
Brrnard Foy , assistant
director of libraries in room
:11 2 of the library .

The
1975
series
of
·:Medicine ·and Morality"
begins Feb. 16 at Bush
Auditorium, Rollins College.
The topic of the first program
will be "National Health Care
and the Right to Private
Practice" and the speakers
will be Congressman Lou
Frey and Dr. Sam A. Banks,
University of Florida College
of Medicine. The moderator
will be -Dr. Karl E. Peters,
Assistant
Professor
of
Philosophy and Religion at
Rollins:
The theme of this second
series is "Individual Rights
and Public Interests" and
will consist of five programs.
The March 7 program is
entitled "Drugs and Other
Ways of Coping with Pain:
ZC'n, Yoga, Acupuncture."
The title of the March 23
program is "Population and
thC' Hight to Parenthood."
"lkhavioral Control and
thC' Hights of the Unwilling
Patient" is the title of· the
program cheduled for April
13. The last of the series is
"Limited Hesom·ces and the
.Hight to Prolong Life" and
will be h eld April 27.
The public is invited to
attend all the programs .

Stenberg Perfo.r ms For Recorder Class
B,,. :\rla.Filko

Tlw 111 usic students of Pat
.Sll'n lwrg ·~ beginning recorder
l'lass were in for a treat Thursda~· . whrn the professor perfornwd a sonata and part of a·
l'011_l'C'rt o on the early fl ute-1 ike
i n"t nlllH.'llt.
The beginning recorder class,
!\lusie :no. is open only to non111usic majors for two quarter
hou1-- credit.
Each student registering in the
l ' llllr e
provides his own instrumC'llt. preferably an alto or
soprano recorder, for a nominal
rec of five dollars.

The recorder comes in various
sizes and shapes from the
sopranino and soprano to the alto,
tenor and bass.
- -_ T11c -students are requested to
purchase only soprano and alto
In the 18th century the flute
rC'corders as they are most
was invented. a louder inadaptable for the novice.
strumC'nt, better able to compete
with the instruments of an orPresently
around
thirty
chestra . and the simple recorder
students are enrolled in Music
was all but forgotten.
:110. which meets from 11:00 to
Around the turn of the century
11:;)0 a.m . on Tuesday and
musician and composer Arnold
Thursday in the new Music
Dolmetsch re-introduced the
R('hearsal Hall.
recorder to the music public. It
The <.:ourse is aimed at students
has ince become a popular inwho have no prior knowledge of
strument throughout the world.
how to read music and provides a
Tlw rC'coroer 1s a woodwind
instrunwnt belonging to the flute
ramil~· and was developed during
the l~th century.

"I got my job
through the
State Department
of Vocational

distinct advantage in later
learning to play other musical
instruments .

Rehabilitation~'

~tuaent
Assistant Donna
Lederer works with Professor
Stenberg by providing personal
assistance by appointment to
students .

" You must be willing to risk
failure to succeed," say~
Professor Stenberg adding , "I
have a whole Jot of respect for the
people in my classes. "
Patricia Stenberg is . also a
member of the FTU ensemble,
Basically Baroque, and is
currently performing oboe _and
recorder throughout Florida.
"You can learn to play the
recorder very well in ten weeks,"
said the instructor who has been
playing the instrument for twelve
vears but of course , "it requires
~ life'-timc to master any instrument .' '
" You do not need to be a
musician to appreciate music.
You have a mind and a heart and
that's all you need to enjoy
Ill usic ."

Students in Music 310, a non-major music class, enjoyed the benefits of learning to
play a musical instrument as par~ of their course instruction. (Photo by Geeslin).
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We have the perfect system for
your budget -under its own number.
Stop in ... and ask to hear the
system of your choice.

I·=:::.. I
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STOREWIDE SALE

I I

And Wide World of Music has the largest selection of records & tapes
at the right price to be found anywhere. Rock to Classics; Bach to
Bachman-Turner; "If it's been recorded, chances are we have it."

EVERY·*

SYSTEM

FOUR

ROCK• FOLK• JAZZ•
CLASSICAL• COUNTRY•
POP• OPERA• MOVIES•
SPOKEN WORD• BLUES•
ETC .
,,. EXCEPT SPECIAL PRICE
SETS & IMPORTS

ARTIST.• LABEL
CATEGORY

LP RECORDS
LI

ST 5.

301 3s1

PRE-RECORDED TAPES
IS

ST 6. 5

421

401

LI

541

.521

Present Ad To Recieve Student Discount

PRESENTS 20 OF THE BEST SERIES
,---~~~~~~~~~~~

.I.I.I. TOLllBI

TBE
BOBBIT
NICOL WILLIUISOPl
The perfect system for the moderate budget; System Fou·r features the
Sansui # 441 .AM/FM Stereo Receiver, with a very sensitive FM tuner to
give you beautiful stereo all the time and enough power to handle your accessories: A pair of KLH # 17 speakers provide clean
crisp cound so you enjoy concert reproduction. And to
play your records. a Garrard # 42M automatic
turntable with base and cartridge (inc .. diamond
stylus) completes this system .

$

If purchased separately.

3 99

9

SALE PRICE

14.98
LIST 23.98
You've read HOBBIT, now

S

hear the great new albumn
at
WIDE WORLD of MUSIC
ZPL 1196 /9 Four Recor~ Boxed Set

•

·
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Button Fro
. (By Levi's® J~ns)

reHe~ !~
~•r.-1r. ·-~ ·-- '~·'

Levi's Jeans announces the new button front jeans!
, -'They're fresh from production at Levi's and County Seat now has 'em in all sizes. 100% cotton denim (coming soon in chambray). $14 .50
---
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I~in • =a~ lb~? ~l~e~o~the
Winter

tlwrt' haH' been eight false fire

alarms r<'ported in the dor111itoril'S. Five of these alarms
haH' b('en set off in Dorm B, and
all but one of the five occurred
afkr 12:00 .p_.m. The Resident
r\dYisors. Campus Police and
dorm students have expressed
nmcern or ang~r over the inl'idents.

I

Police always go
under the assumption that a
alarm is legitimate. Smith also
('Xpla i :1~d that it is not un-

common for the Police to take
their time in turning off alarms to
discourage anyone from pulling
the alarm later, or at least to
encourage students to g.row tired
of the alarms and report any
information they might have on
John Smith. Director of the
the false alarm . A room to room
Police Department at FTU, feels
evacuation was also initiated to,
that it is hard for the police to do
force students to leave the doranv more than they do unless
mitory ea~h time the alarm goes
they can catch someone in . the
off. This was both for protection
act. Although fingerprinting is
and discouragement of false
not done when the alarms are
alarms .
falsely pulled, students are often --- ·Pulling a fire alarm is not a
questioned as to what they might
joke. As iSharon Esposito,
have. seen prior to tne alarm . .
President of the Resident Hall
Association, put it, if the boy who
cries wolf really does see a wolf
Students or whoever is pulling
nobody believes him. If a fire
the alarm, may not realize that ·
ever does break out in the dorms,
the penalties for pulling a fire
students will just think it is
alarm are high. For the first
another false alarm .
offense the punishment is a $500
fine and-or a six month jail
It could be that · one of these
sentence. Theft or misuse of a
days a fire will break out in the
fire extinguisher also carries the
dorms. The crisis time for a fire
same penalties.
is when people are sleeping and
are overcome by fire and die in
their sleep . .This would be after
The procedure used in the case
midnight, the exact time that
of false fire alarms is e}!:actly the
most of the false alarms are
same as one used in a planned
occurring. It would i be bad
one. The Resident Advisor calls
enough if a student was slapped
the Police and the Advisor of the
with a jail sentence or a fine. It
dorm, as· well as designated
would be even worse if that
student fire marshalls, begin a .
student was one day responsible
room to room evacuation of the
for students' deaths due to slow
dormitory. In the meantime, the
evacuation and the helief that it is
Police arrive and after the
another false alarm.
building is cleared, the alarm is
turned off after checking for
Anyone having any information
possible fire.
on the false ahrms may call Mr.
Mr . Smith explained that since
Smith at 2421.
one never knows if the alarm is

Hallwa,y6
By Mile Hall

Well, I said I would near about
i.t if I was wrong, and I did. Yes , I
actually made some mistakes in
last week's column. In checking
past issues of the FuTUre
(something I should have done in
the first place) I found that John
Hartford, Brownsville Station
and the Association were indeed
sponsored by the Village Center.
I also found out some other
interesting things. Like how
much the Village Center charged
FTU students (who had already
paid, in effect, through the Activity and Service fee) to attend
these events. John Hartford was
free, Brownsville Station was
$1.50 and the Association was
$2.00. Now, that's not bad considering the price of concerts in
the real world. But when you look
at the V.C. Budget for the past
three years you wonder why they
had to charge anything.
«Remember paying 75 cents to
see their movies?> Of co·u rse,
they can't charge us anymore
because the state legislature
passed a bill last year prohibiting

fture
This public document was
promulgated at an annual cost of
$33,546.35, or 18".6 cents per copy,
to inform the FTU community of
related news, announcements
and activities . Annual advertising revenue of $16,728 .79
defrayed 49 .84- per cent of this
annual cost.
ADDRESS
The FuTUre
Box 25,000 Orlando, Ft 32 81 6
Ed i torial Office : LIB 213

-

admission being charged at an
event funded · by student fees .
As for the V.C.'s programming
budget this vear ... they are not as
destitute as His Lowness, the
"Emperor Whang" makes them
out to be (see his letter to the
editor). For, rather than the
$15,000 he claims they have for
the vear. they have twice that
amount. Plus, Student Government just recently allotted them
an extra $15,000 bringing the total
to $45,000. But what's $30,000
between friends?
(What's
another nickel for a Hershey
bar?\
We all have a common goal to
work toward: a concert for FTU
students. The V.C. and S.G. are
now wor-king together ... maybe
not liking it but they are workiog
together. If they can bury the
hatchet long enough to work
toward that goal then I guess I
can resist the impulse to reply to
"Emperor Whang's" suggestion
as to where I should put my pen.
By the way, keep that fan mail
coming ... we just love controversy.

Published wee kly at Florida
T e chnological University by
Pres ident Charl es N . M i llican ,
and written and ed i ted by and tor
the university community .

Entered a s third class matter at
th e U, S. Post Office at Orlando,

F l.
DEADLINES
News : Monday, 5 : 00 p .m., 275260 1
Ads : Tuesday noon , 275 2865.

THE OLD .''ONE

TWO''

Reader Refutes Columnist
Dear Editor:
It is pleasing to know that we
have such industrious students at
FTU that they can become such
'experts' on concert program- :
ming and Village Center ·over- ·
night. I am referring to the
'Hallways' article of last week.
After reading the article, I came
·away with the distinct impression ·
that he was standing under a very
tall cow when he caught his last
article. Now was he fielding
alone.

His article is full of half-truths
and misinformation. <Hershey
Bars are now twenty cents each)
John Hartford, Brownsville
Station, the Association, Don
McLean and Renaissance did
indeed perform here at FTU , but
only Renaissance was sponsored
by student government. The rest
along with other such notables as
Ace Trucking Co., Kreskin and 1·1
Margaret Mead were sponsored by the Village Center. I can only
say that I would like to meet the
fairy who sits on Mike Hall's
shoulder who imparts to him such '
'exclusive ' information.
·
Now. about the proposed.
concert. First of all, Village
('(•nter is more (han willing to
work with SG. but not on terms
dictated by any one side.
Secondly, the committee that
programs concerts was opposed ·
to the amount proposed. Fifteen
thousand for one concert is
irresponsible. First of all, FTU 1
docs not have the facilities or the
security forc~'to handle a concert
of such a magnitude. Compare
the last SG toncert (featuring
Renaissance) and the Loggins
and Messina concert in Lakeland.
Both suffered a severe breakdown of security's ability to
tontrol the crowds . Bear in mind
also that the above figure equals
the entire alloted programming

KATHY DONALDSON
Editor in Chief
LETTERS
The FuTUre welcomes letters,
but
cannot
cons i der
for
publication any lett e rs not
bearing the wr i ter's s ignature
and address . However , names
w i ll be w i thheld upon request .
The right is r eserved to edit or
r e fu s e publication of l e tt e rs
d ee m ed obj ect ionabl e or in poor
tas te.
Adve rt isi n q
Re pr esen
lat ives ... l vo r Si n qe r , Everet t
Natnll i
Ass'r Business Manaqer .. Jim
Holmes

budget of VC for the entire year!
Such monies could . be better
spent, for example, sailboats for
Lake Clair~.
In closing, I wish to inform the
public that VC · and Student
Government have resolved the!!:_

differences and will be working
together. Also, I would like to
suggest that Mr. Hall insert his
pen where it will do the most good
~ stopping up the creation of his
future articles.
Name Withheld

.

RHA President Resigns
The Residence Hall Association
of
Florida
Technological
University is an autonomous
organization, equal in power to
Student Government in the eye's
of FTU's Administration. The
Inter-Dorm Council is the elected
representative board of RHA.
ID C's function is three-fold: 1. to
provide a governmental system
for all resident students; 2. to act
as liaison between the residents
and administration; and 3. to
provide social activities for the
residents.
Through the efforts of !DC and
RHA. two major cnanges have
been realized on campus: a
regulation allowing possession
and consumption of alcoholic
beverages in the residence halls
and the current modifications of
food services. These are extremely commendable accomplishments
of
an
organization that is not yet two
years old. The potential of this
organization is undeterminable
if, and only if, all residents take
an.active interest. Unfortunately;
instead of growing interest in
RHA has dropped drastically.
Two elections were cancelled in
Fall Quarter because of Jack of
participation. Less than onefourth of the residents were
present at the last two dorm
meetings. Not once this auarter

DANA SCOTT EAGLES
Assistant Editor
Layo u t. . . Mary Ten~t. Jannell
L e wis , Barbara La Rocco
Copy Edilor ... Tracy Armstrong
Sports Editors ... Joe D e Salvo,
Pat Murray
Photo Editor ... Alan Geesl in
Ci rculat i on
M a nag e r ... J eff
Pea r ce
Adve r tisinq M a n age r ... M ike
Myers
Busi n ess Manage r ... Mitchell
Drew
Lend Reporter ... Kerry Faun ce
Greek Column .. . Rot)ie Dr ew

\
,
,

·

has more than two people appeared at IDC meetings. Participation at RHA social functions
has been less than desired
because no one "had time" to
chair the publicity committee.
Less than 10 people have assumed the responsibility for governing
and planning for over four
hundred people. This is an unfair
burden.
The above frustrations have led
to my decision to resign from the
office of President of RHA. My
resignation will go into effect as
soon as elections can be held in
April.
It will be up to all the residents
to generate eno4gh interest to
produce a new Inter-Dorm
Council. Failure to do this will
place IDC and RHA in danger of
dissolving. Apathy is always
destructive.
Anyone wishing more information on IOC, RHA, or the
upcoming elections is urged to
contact me (No. 4732 or Box 300)
or Mike Bisesi or Pam Hindman
in Student Affairs.
Don't force yourself into nonrepresentation .
Sincerely,
Sharon Esposito
President
Resident Hall Association

KERRY FAUNCE
N ew s Editor

Photographers ... F red Somm ers.
Mike Padge tt
Staff Art is ts ... M a rk Johnson,
D ee D eloy
Art is t, Column is t. .. M i ke H a ll
Reports : V ic k i Blanchf ield, J ohn
Br idges, Ke rry Fa unce, A rl a
Filko,
Ike
H arris on .
Je ff
Joh nson. Wa lt Mor ris, Marcy
Mu r ama tsu, Pal St r a nge, Mon te
Shoemaker.
Stntf Artist .. Stacy Conway,
Flor1dn Consolidated Publishers
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RC!n Wood Releases Spirited Album
Ron Wood's first solo release
"l'\'C' C:ot My Own Album To
Do." is not so· much a solo effort

as it is a gathering of talented
friends for a scoth laden recording session in Wood's studiobasemcnt . And with Wood's
choice of musicians he presents
himself as just another member
of a fine rock and roll band .
Of course, Wood has never been
that much of a stand-out with any
of his previous groups.
With the early Jeff Beck Group,
he backed Beck's flashy guitar
with a smooth but powerful bass.
Later, he moved to lead guitar for
a few albums with Rod Stewart
and finally with Faces.
Sharing lead guitar and vocals
is Keith Richard from the Rolling
Stones.
Wood and Richard play guitars
in a style which is amazingly
·imilar and on this album it
works very well.
Richard's whiny vocals also
add a little looseness to the
album. which carries the mood
through from start to finish.
A couple of Faces rhythm men
rill in the background and a few

tracks are laid down with Mick
Jagger and Rod Stewart helping
out on vocals.
The album opens with a
straight-forward rocker , "I Can
P'cel the Fire," which comes off
in the old Stone's tradition of gut
guitar riffs and driving rhythm.
011 this cut Jagger clearly takes
over Wood's strained vocal,
although he is not credited on the
album's cover.
Two blues follow the opening cut, .
·'Far East Man" and "Mystifies
Mc."
The first is a George Harrison
tune which,- for this album, is a
1ittle weak in Harrison 's tradition
of Far East mystery songs. Wood
laments through the vocal and
trades licks with Richard, who
eventually saves the . song with
some c:lean, piercing slide work.
"Mystifies Me" comes off a
little better, with Rod Stewart
helping Wood along with the
vocals giving the song a sense of
sincerity.
· ''Take A Look At That Man"
starts the album rocking again as
Richard and Wood rollick
thro.ugh the vocals and standard

rock and roll riffs.
,The song drifts off at the end
into a Jagger-Richard composition, "Act Together." Wood
shines on vocal backed by
Richard's drunk nasal whine and
a soulful choir which gives the
song a Stones' gospel sound to it.
This is one of the better cuts on
side on~. enphasizing the loose
mood sustained throughout the
album.
t.<.;11d111g me 11rst s1ae 1s a cwo
chord dirt blues which again
sounds like traight Stones' funk.
Richard lays down a gut
grinding riff and then drives it in
the ground all through the song.
Wood 2nd Jagger share the
. ,·ocals with a little added harp
\\'ork by Jagger and some tight
guitar work from Wood.
idc two opens with an over<'lt'ctrificd rocker · Shirley ."
Too m11ch guitar over.d ubbing
destroys the simplicity of a
simple rock song whose lyrics
run through li'nes like "take some
•1otc ·-t. pc a letter. drop your
hose and be my ecretary."
Richard and Wood droan
through the next mt "Cancel
E\· e~ything," a soulful
blues

1n1mocr comµtete with an added
choir backup. streaching the
\'Ocals and complimenting
Wood's and Richard ?s painful
delivery .
·;::,ure The One You Need"
follows with Richard taking over
lead vocal, appropriately enough
seeing as how he and Jagger
wrote the song. For apparent
reasons, the· song comes off as a
Stones' foot stamper.
Wood, Richard, and a scratchy
Rod Stewart ioin for an old
woeful blues tune 'If You Gofta
Make A Fool of Somebody." One

can almo t ·mell whiskey breath
rnming across the microphone as
"the boys" lament and lay down
what turns out to be one of the
better cuts on the album .
The last song doe~ not do the
album .iustice as a final cut . Over.
c>.tcnded and quite a bit flashy
and overworked ,
· 'Crotch
Music'' (an instrumental) sums
11p an album of high spirits that
will merit itself as one of the .
better rock and roll albums of the
~· car.

Energy Drive Still Strong
Cont. From Page 1
He added, "There are lights
over in the Humanities and Fine
Arts Building that are worthless
because of all the windows."
The campus dormitories are
another area of concern to Eller.
1-Ic stressed "Dorm students
should be particul~rly conscious
of the energy conservation
µ~ogram. Their participation is
vital, since many times lights are
left on, and radios and televisions ·
are left playing while students
are absent from their rooms for
hours at a time . This practice is
w~~ting electricity.''

.-.

Eller commended Physical
Plant, Security, and the
University
Housekeeping
Department for the role each has
played in the conservation drive
because, "without them it
couldn't have been nearly' as
effective."
Neuhaus and Eller agreed that
higher costs in other areas of
education, such as tuition, are
helping to pay rising utility bills.
Eller put it bluntly, "A
lackadaisical
attitude
is
preventing us from saving money
that could be used to build . ·

something bc11eficial to the FTU
campus."
He further stated. ' 'This is
basically an awareness program .
We must get people to understand
that what they each do individually is important to the
drive. They must realize also
that they can save themselve~
money at the same time."
Pcruf summed the condition up
by saying, "It's to the interest of
the entire campus community to
cooperate in the pursuit of energy
conservation in every con;
ceivable way. It's everyone's
duty to help in the effort ."
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Special Guest

extra added attraction

FEB~

Show

$

:

tim~

per
person

COMING ATTRACTIONS

MARCH 7 - JACKSON BROWNE
_Special guest PHOEBE SNOW
Jacksonville Civic Auditorium, Two
Shows 7 and l 0 P.M.; Reserved
Seats - $4, $5, $6, $7

•
.....
.
.
•
•
~-

•- •·
• ••••••••
•
• ••••••••
•
.
·•. • • • • • • •
••
• •••••••

••

APRIL 7 - DOOBIE BROTHERS
Jacksonville Coliseum, 7: 30 P.M.,
All seats $6, general admission

APRIL 8 - JOHN DENVER
Jacksonville Coliseum, 8 P.M.,
Reserved Seats - $5.50, $6.50, $7.50

MIDNIG~T SHOW
APRIL 12 - NEKT AR
Special guest PAVLOV'S DOG
Jacksonville Civic Auditorium,
12 Midnight, Reserved Seats - $4,
$6

~

APRIL 18 - J. GEILS BAND'
Jacksonville Coliseum, 8 P.M.,
All seats - $5, general admission

••
••
ROPE .
PLATFORMS
wedge oxfords.

s3500

ALTAMONTE MALL
FASHION SQUA~E
10 to 9: 30. BankAmedcard. American Express. Mastercharoe

•
••
.•
•
•
•

MAY 23 - ROBIN TROWER
Speci.al guest - GOLDEN EARRING.
Jacksonville Coliseum, 7: 30 P.M., All
seats $5 - General admission.

.•
-

-

••

•••
•
•
•
••
®'J!l.
•
•!;;"'"' • ~Ci>· ---=*/Ja-Q ,.;(,),.
•
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ADVANCE TICKETS BY MAIL: Send money orders
only, enclosing a self-addressed, stamped envelope
to:
(Name of Group) Concert
300 Water Street
Jacksonville, Fla . 32202

Orders received 3 days prior to
show will be held in box office for
you. For more information call
(Jc.~©(&g,(!)tt(l)"~!Q (904) 633-2900.

,_m.
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<9rr:~~l@®~~rff>~. PLENTY OF
TIC~ETS
~@)
AT DOOR

<D®@. O'~ca~
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PERFORMING .ARTS
&

SPEAKERS .PRESENT:
. . .-

a live stage show .

()

.S U

'
•
Experieno. ·' the comedy of WC. Relds in person,
recreated :ive in this unique stage presentation.
- -- - - . ON Sl~ \GE! THE ORIGINAL L~ .A. CAST!
· •· ·

-

.-...

.

.FRIDAY NIGHT ·O NLY!!
'

.,

'

.

8.00 .·

1

VCAR
, Students - Free :t

Gen. Public - $2
..I..

Children - $l

'*******************************************
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Campus Glances
El RO PEAN TRAVEL

Tenlp.e rs Need Cooling
Editor:
Several of us were discussing
the university's apparently tight
money situation the other night
when we noticed a few contradictions in the way the administration "saves money ."
After many of us leave our
night classes somewhat hot
because air conditioning is cut off
at 8 p.m. "to save energy," oun
tempers aren't cooled any by the
sight of the Administration
Building and reflecting pond lit
11p brighter than pinball
machines.
Last ·year ·t he FuTUre was told
the reflecting pond fountain
would be cut off indefinitely
because of the energy crisis.

If just one of the Administration Building searchlights were placed in front of
the cafeteria, it might save some
insignificant student a twisted
ankle on his way back from VC
movies, etc.
If there is any reasonable
explanation for the disturbing
way the administration places
µ:iorities, please let ~s know.

Mar.vin Clegg ·
Mike Halpin
Steve Hartman
Editor's Note: Not only does the
electricity .to run the· fountain
cost money, but deaning of the
fountain .1dds to its expense. Our
· staff will check into the matter
.fo_r the next issue.
·

Two opportunites for overseas
0ducational travel for students
and facuity have recently been
announced. Reservations are
now 11pen for the four-week
''Springtime In Europe" sponsored by the Constertium for
International Education.
All college students and faculty
are eligible, and many offer
credit for the experience.
Cost for the program is $1198,
based on flight from New . York,
and not including many lunches
and personal expenses. Further
informa_tion is available by
contacting Mrs. La Dona Hill,
P .O. Box 15033, Orlando, 32808.
The National Student Exchange and the National Faculty
Exchange Center have available
programs combining travel with
study and teaching in various
geographical and cultural settings.
The Student Exchange is based
at the University of Indiana at
Fort Wayne. Fort Wayne, Indiana, 46805; interested faculty.
members write to the Faculty
Exchange Center, P .O. Box 1866,
Lancaster, Pa ., 17063.
A/\~P

TO l\1EET

The Florid<.i Conference of the
AAUP will meet on February 28
and March l at the Langford
Hotel and Rollins college, under
joint sponsorship by the AAUP
chapters at FTU, Rollins, and
Valencia.
Registration will begin at 5 :00
p.m. on February 28 at the
Langford, and the opening
session will take place at Rollins .
at '8.: 00 p.m . Saturday, a "panel on
the "Future oi the B.A. Degree· In
a Career-Oriented Society" will
be chaired by several eminent
state educators, including
Commissioner Ralph Turlington.
AU sessions are open to the
public .
UEGISTRATH~N

Info Center Under.way
The new FTU Information
C'enter under construction across
from the Administration Building
does not have an expected
completion date.
Although the FTU Women's
C'lub raised $7200.00 for the
project, this is not sufficient
funding to .begin construction on
the actual building.
The State Road Department
has already begun laying the
asphalt parking lot.

It will accommodate forty cars

and signs routing visitors to the
center should aid in relieving
some of the traffic congestion on
campus.
This should also help prevent
many of the accidents or nearaccidents caused by parked cars
lining both sides of the road.
A r~liable source indicates that
some form of temporary facility
will be used until some formal
structure is erected.

'I;IM"ES

Student appointment times for
spring
quarter
advance
registration are now posted in the
lobby of th.e administration
builqing and on the second floor
of the library . Appointments are
based on GPA by class for the enq_
ot me most recently completed
FTU quarter. Class schedules are 1
available in students' respective
colleges.
Advisement
will
begin
February 24, and advance
r egistration is scheduled for
February 26-28 in the Village
Center Assembly Room for
classes beginning March 31.
The College of Business has
a nnounced extended hours for
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DON"TBLOW

YOUR

l'ven111g students' advisement
until 8:00 p.m., Tuesday,
February 25, in CB 420.

SYMPOSIUMS TO BE HELD

"Ethnicity.
Cultural
Pluralism, and the American
Experience" will be the subject
of a two-part community symposium to be held tonight and
Saturday night in the St.
Margaret Mary Parish Hall at
Knowles and Swoop Streets in
Winter Park.
Sponsored by the Florida
Endowment for the Humanities,
the symposium will feature
professional humanists who will
present brief talks on aspects of
the situation of the immigrantethnic in the past and present
phases of American history. The
speakers will concentrate on the
Greek. Italian, Jewish and Polish
Americans, and discussion and
refreshments will be included in
lhe evening. More information is
available from Mrs. Victoria
Lech at 645-1983.

MIND•••
EXPAND
IT!
Cliff's Notes put you inside the
heavy stuff ... the novels, plays
_ _ ~,,,,..;,, and poems that can
... ~ ., ·
• add real meaning
._.,., MACBEIH to your life if
you really

~1tc understand them.
~
Cliff's Notes
~i

can help.

~;:;.",
~

·
;

(lll!s

Ecology ... we're working on it!
Ounng the past t 4 years Cliff's
Notes has used over 2.400 .000 tons
of paper using recycled pulp

More than 200 titles
available at:
WALDENBOOKS
Altamonte & Colonial
Plaza Malls
Orlando

Engineers:
·F ind out about
the Nuclear Navy.
If you think you have the ability and desire to
master nuclear engineering, the Navy's Nuclear
Propulsion Program has openings for about
.200 ou~st~nding college graduates. There's a .
Navy Recruiting Officer ready to give you.all the
details on how you can become scimeone.spedal
in the new Na'Jy.

:

I

(Name of Recruiter), (Degree), (Ur.iiversity),
will be on campus on (date) at (time) in (place).
The. Navy Officer Testing and Information Team will be on campus today
from 9 AM to 4,PM in the main lobby of
the Engineering Building.
·

~

EUROPE
BOUND

·~ '75?

'""'

·~ ·
.

/

.

&~ .

wouldn't you rather come with us?
Last year over 200,000 students suD1De"ted in EuTope. A1'! the
travelwise flew on charters because it costs about HALF!
This year a 3 - 6 week. ticket to London is $512.; 2 - 3
week.er $597. fo"t over six weeks from New York. (That'•
what the airlines say now. Last year there were two
unforcast increa:ies ! )
'

'

Not only do you fly with us at half, but you can just about
have your choice of dates for 4,5,6,7,8,9,10 week duration
during the sulll!ler. And ell you have .to do to qualify ia
reserve your seat now by sending $100. deposit, plus $10.
registration fee. Under recently new U.S. Government regulations we must submit all flight participants names and
full payment sixty daya before each flight. If you take
the June 2 L - August 19 flight to London for ei<81!lple,
deposit reserves your aeat and April 15 you send the $199.
balance. Just one price for all flights whether you pick
a weekend departure ($15. extra on the regular fare airlinei
or peak. season au"tcharge date .
. So sen~ for our complete schedule, or to be sure of your
reservation now, mail your deposit for one of our 3 to 5
weekly departures from June through September. Just
specify the week you want to travel and for how long.
.
You will receivi; your exact date confirmation and receipt by
by return mail. All our flights are via fully certificated
U.S. Government standards jet and all firs"t class service.
. From London there are many student flight to all parta
of the Continent, frequent departures and many at 2/3
off the regular face.
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Beau"tilul 18k gold bands
entwine a brilliant round diamond .
.. Twirl ... made exclusively
by Orange Blossom

SW ALSTEAD
JEWELERS
f'EHTI FIE D
GEMOLOGIST
C.N.A. BLDG .

ORLANDO

SALES-RENTALS-REPAIRS-

CLASSF.S

=~~ft· ~~aA~ Classes (FSDA,
•24 Hour Automatic Air Station
•Tours Salt & Fresh Water
• "WG.. Ar~ Proud of Our Safety
•Recora • Over 3,000 Divers
•Trained, With No-Accidentsi"
•U .S. Pivers. Dacor &Mapr Lines
of Equipment
511 cents discount m all air Fills
with sludenL 1.0. card and Lhis
ad .

5107 E. COLONIAL DRIVE, ORLANDO FLORIDA 32807

7

REPUBLIC AIR SYSTEMS
INTERNATIONAL
663 Fll<'TH A VENUE
NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10022

.xoo-2:1:1-5:~1.m

TOLL FREE

Charter flying is
the biggest bargain
in air travel today

4..
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Winemaking Among New Courses
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Tlw 3-hour course will con,·l'ntrate
on basic scientific
von cepts.
c:lassification :
t'haracteristics. and evaluation of
\\'ine. Credit is applicable toward
E n ,. i r o n m e n t a l S t u d i e s
r"quirements .

Three new courses are
-.;cheduled by the College of
Business Administration, according to Dean C.E. Gilliland,
J r.

Ph\'sit'al Science PHYS 100-02)
. ·
.
.
\\'Ill l>l' nffercd as an t'venmg
rnursc for the first time.
. .
.
,
.
sat1s~y111g Environmental Stu~1es
requirements
.
The
evening
.
.
.
. .
~ect1on will be on a trial basis m
response to a number of requests.
and will be designed for students
with a limited math background.
Special Topics in Social Energy
S:vstems (MEAS 591) will be
µresented
from
2: 00-4 : 50
Tuesday afternoons.
Dr . Bruce Nimmo se.es the
. course as a study of different
types of solar _energy systems,
their implementation, design and
characteristics.
Comparative Religion 491, the
!'irst course on excorcism in
Florida. will be of!ered ~gain,
taught by Dr. Husam Kassim .
.
.

H•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ii•..
·
i.
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• ·
Two elective courses, BADM
-191, a practical course offering

·tudents the chance to work with
Small Business Administration
firms. and "Special TQpics:
Management Game" (MGMT
-191), based on computerized
business management simulation
which stresses decision making
in all functional areas of
business , will both be offered for
three hours of credit.
A unit on financial models (FIN
:391) is · being taught as a three
hour elective but will become
part of the course requirements
for finance majors in the fall.
Dr . William Oelfke will teach a
special topics study on the
Physics of Music <PHYS 391-02)
primarily scheduled for music
majors, but designed to be of
general interest to students.
The Physics of Science Fiction,
a popular class when last offered
by the department, classified as
PHYS 391-01, has been forwarded
to the spring quarter to avoid
coHflict with ENG 325.

IJU:. ~

•

•

II
I
I••
• .

_111story .~5~ .a nd .Hun:am.t1es
a •_Toss-l1st1ng will highlight
ti
·I
· • l . ·Id f R
1e l ass1ca w01
o
ome .
Philosophy 491 this quarter will
, 1
th
l t'
h. b t
l xp ore
e re a J(JnS 1p e ween
man.
God,
and
nature.
T
·
· h
wo new courses m music ave
been added: Issues in Music
(MUS 191-01) and Songwriting

Kas 1111 incorporates Rudolph
otto's theory of God and the ideas
.
nl the contemporary existential
psvchologist Rolo May
·
·
·
Tt1ese two sources are applied
and used to phenomenologically·
analyze and explains demons and
demonology
William · Bl a tty's best-seller
Tht> Exorcist.· is required
reading, along with numerous
nth'r accounts ot demons.
'Kassim. who has taught
comµarative
religion
in
t1niversities for six years, finds
the · udden popularity in exorrism both "a curse and a
blessing."
The College of Humanitie.s and
F inc Arts will run a French 100
progran-. this quarter for the
benefit ef music students as a
guide to pronunciation encm.ntered in French SJngs and
operas .
_ :::_

~ •

•
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Abortions

I

{'ouns:l~~~"mears I

e

liO!I K. Colonial Dr. Orlando. Fla. :1:!x11:1
xoo-1:1:!-o Ifill

:m5-898-0921
:! I hrs . a Day

Toll Free

:b2.

(MUS 291-01).

.

.

. The Theatre Depar.tm~nt will
l~ature a course reviewing the
life and work. o.f O~son Welles,
part of . a .reviving interest ~nd
ap~prec.1at~on of · th.e
film
m '-' verick s career, l 1sted as
Tne!ltre 491-04.
.
.
Fmally. a i:ew special pro)ect
course .i'nt.1,tled . Humor In
C'ommumotio'1, will b~ .taught
by Dr. E~ Wycoff, tec!p1ent of
awards in humor from the
southeastern Toas_tmasters.
The. course will probe the
beha "'.1oral aspects of . hum or,
examine theones,
andtowill
affod
students
the chance
develop

Paint directly on denim, cotton
or most any fabric. Batik, tiedi e, and other effects.

#608--$15.75

#609--$14.17

~george stuart•

133 East Robinson- Street --

.,,, ./., check with

Orlando. Florida

gaarge Stuart ./././

,..t_h_ei_r_o_w_~_s_ty_l_e_o_f_hu_m_o_r_.-------------~
ATTENTION STUDENTS

.....-------------------------------------1
$SQ/ Mon.th

•I
•

ALL NEW ANTI-INFLATION PRICES

I

Furnished 1 Bedroom Apts.
1 Year Lease - $125 mo.
Call Geri 273-5610

! ........•~..................................
TOP 50 LPs & TAPES
AT LOW DISCOUNT PRICfS
"CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST
RECORD & TAPE STORES"

/Jill/J~
•COLONIAL PLAZA-ADJ. J-M . . . . . . .. ORLANDO
•WINTER PARK MALL . . . . . . . . • Vt11NTER PARK
•ALTAMONTE MALL-ADJ. J-M . . . . . ALTAMONTE

Get A Partner & Split The Cost Swimming Pool - Tennis, Basketball &
Volleyball Cts. on Premises.
Close To F.T.U.
effective March lst.

KINGSWAY
Apart~ents
'273-56 10 I 644-4464 / j 6453121

Tickets For The

Citrus
-

Open

Limited amount of tickets left

Two Final Rounds
March 8 & 9

'$3.50
I

Student GOV'T Offices VC 205
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STUDENTS! Earn while you
learn part time contact work
affords extra income for
interview call Jo or Tom
Edwards at 855-4816.
Female to share 2 bedrm apt.
with 2 roommates. Your own
BDRM $75-mo only BDRM
Furn. needed. Haystacks,
near FTU. 277-0104, after 2.
1 more roommate wanted
(male or female) to share
fully furnished 3 bedroom
house close to Fashion Square
and East-West Expresswc;ly .
Only 10 min. to FTU. You get
your own private bedroom
and use of the house for $67
per month and share utilities
expense. Call Steve at 2758551 tonight after 5: 30 P.M. or
anytime this weekend.

I

FOR RENT

VETERANS . - BUDGET MINDED
ls1NGLES
' Duplexes, 'furn. or unfurn.,'
' north on Alafaya Tr. at
Mitchell Hammock Rd. in
ov·iedo. Reasonabl~ rent.
Ridgewood Village, Tel. 3653721.
- 2
Bedroom
Furnished
Apartment walking distance
to campus. 3770 Khayyam
Ave. $62 per person per
month ca 11 568-477 4·.
Sleep in Scott's Arms less
than one mi. from FTU & yet
convenient to Oviedo's many
services. 11600 Mendel Dr.,
(off Alafaya Tri.). Furnished
1 bdrm apt. $140 mo. Quiet wel I maintained .for additional information, cal I 3655585, or stop by and see Mr.
Clay Ha_ rts~e Apt. 10.

Personal
To Alpha Tau .Omega, we are
for hire to get anyone,
anytime, any day. The Boxo
Boys.
The Brothers of TKE would
like to congratulate their Iii
'sis' on being the best.

FREE ESTIMATES - ALL WORK GUARANTEED
.......... Plr't __ ..........,

FRITZ BURNSED, OWNEI

Student Mechanic
House Calls
· $4 per hour
Call Todd
896-3419
Person (s) wanted to share
ride from Delan·d to Orlando
campus . .Please call Sheree
. Butterfiled at- 736-6205 c;fter
4pm.

,

IFYOU
HAVE "BODY"
TROUBLE S_EE
US!!!
.

From $160 .
East Aloma ud Hall R.o.ct
'tis hert you an rac
your dinghy

678-2223

Al.anyG.SpA..p. ......._...

PHONE 365-3592

"} "The legend of
NIGGER

CHARLEY"

....
·-·..

Fred WllllamMJD
IYUrvllle Don Pedro
:Mut1n
Colley

C>

>>
FTU

VCAR -

8:30

-$1

****NEXT****

- J .. ~[MSf£f ~JtlESVERNfS

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA program,
will offer June 30 to August 9,
anthropology, art, education, folklore, geography,' history, government, language and 1-iterature.
Tuition and fees: $190; board and
room with Mexican family $245.
Write to GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, 413 New Psychology,
University of Arizona, Tucson,
Ari z<:>na 85721.

SAT.. ONLY c:c:::·

••••••••

students·fr~.g.p.

Professional typing done af
home · reasonable rates. Call
• anytime - Sue Fisher 645-4357.

I

~~
- - ~~~
.....

1HIGH COST

OF L.I VING

~ -Ol

GOT:!~PU. DOWN

Announcing Our New W .l.N. R_ates Effective March 1st
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
National Service
Fraternity

Wed. Feb. 26
RUSH

.Rm. 214 in V.C.
. lo : 00- 11 : oo a. m.
MEETING
2:00-3:00 p.m.
Or Call: 423-5174

1 Bedroom furn Apts. $125 m·o. - Yearly Le·ase
All Recreational & Laundry Facilities Within Wa~king Dista~ce

COLLEGE· COURTS
to FTU CALL NOW

I

273-5610 .

GIVE A DAMN!

-

FREE MATERIALS!
Council Of Social Studies

ALL MEMBERS INVITED•••
NEW MEMBER. $1.00 Per. Year
TIME: FEB. 25th 5:00 pm
M~LTI-

luxurious living
along freshwater
shores
Swashbucklers
and.landlubbers
.alike may find
a leeward haven
' here
one and two bedroom
apartments, one
bedroom townhouses with
lofty sleeping quarters

2148.

OVIEDO
Body and Paint Shop

1

·1

MAl)l)IFO COUPLES

The National Association of
Paraplegics will hold their
Southeasttrn Regional Con .f~rence March 7 and !h~t the

Will do your typing in my
home, 50 cents per page,
punctuation must be included. Please call Pam at
568-2336.

·'

Howa.rd Johnson's Motor Lodge
I-4 and Colonial Drive in Orlando.
Those interested in registration
should contact Glen Staton at 295-

NAP CONFERENCE

Tutoring Available in college
level English, Social - Science
and
Business
Sub je~ts.
Reasonable rates Phone 6473358.

Somebody
-warn the~st.
Wigger Charley
ain't running
no more.

Purpose Room

All Education Maiors Invited. To Join Write:

G-e orge Har_d FTU Coun-~il Social Studies
Box 26,538 Orlando, 328-1 5 Or
See Mr. Wintworth Clarke gcb 334
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Face Rollins "On Road"

Cagers Split With .FIT, USF
Thl'

FTll basketball squad
its consistent pattern
111' pl; :ying W<'ll at home and
ha\'ini! difficulty on the road as
the Knights c"rushed Florida
Institute of Technology 103-76 at
honw and were trounced 120-87
h~· South Florida in Tampa.
Against FIT the Knights found
themselv(·S b£ hind in the early
going a-; the Engineers raced to a
(i-2 advantage.
But with Bennie Shaw. Jerry
Prather, and Cal Lingelbach
providing the scoring punch,
FTU ran off on a 25-1 ·scoring
spree to seal the victory early.
Head Coach Torchy Clark was
happy wi~h the win that assured
the Knights of at least a .500
season.
"Both teams had a chance to go
and they did," Clark explained.
··we both wanted to speed up our
attacks."
Shaw continued his torrid
scoring pace with a 35 point
performance. Clark had special
praise for the slick shooting
southpaw.
l'<lll tinul·d

"Bennie's been great all
seasor)." Clark exclaimed. "He's
n•ally playing fine ball right
now."
Shaw had plenty of offensive
help as all FTU starters finished
.the game in double figures. Willy
Belotte and Lingelbach tossed in
16 points apiece while Prather
and Bill Corso had 14 each to
round out the Knights scoring
· attack.
In add it ion to . scoring well.,
Belotte and Corso both had super
rebounding games pulling down
17 and 12 caroms respectively .
Patrick Lang, Bernard Wigley,
and Mike Weber combined for 40
points to provide the bulk of the
Engineer offense.
.
The tables were turned in
Tampa against South Florida as
the Brahmas unleased a fast
break of their own coupled with a
stingy full court press to
dominate the contest.
With Dot..g Aplin, Leon Smith
and Eddie Davis providing the
offensive firepower the hosts shot
to a 16-3 bulge in the early going
anrl were .never headed.

Aplin paced all scorers with 36
points. Smith followed with 26,
most from long range, while
Davis pumped home 22.
The Knights were lead by
Shaw with 24, Corso with 12 and
Prather with 11.

-

The loss dropped FTU's season
mark to 12-9.
Tomorrow . night the cagers
travel to Enyart Fieldhouse to
llH'P.t arch rival Rollins. WMFE-

TV ! Channel 24 > will broadcast
the game live with tipoff show
('Overage slated to begin at 7:30
p.m. Stan Savran of WKIS radio
will handle the play-by-play.

-
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Bucks' .GM Embry Visits
College Mate In Powell
.., _____"'""''"'
By Joe De Slavo

If you 're wondering who was
the huge black man with Dr . John
Powell, FTU's athletic director,
last Thursday and Friday , he was
Powell's college roommate at
Miami of Ohio.

'

So what's so tremendous about
that, you say? He happens to be
Wayne Embry , a former
National Basketball Association
star . · and presently VicePresident and General Manager
of the Milwaukee Bucks.
The 6-8, 280-pound Embry was
in the Central Florida area em a
scouting trip , especially to · catch
Stetson's Otis .fohnso.o last
.. . Thursday
against
. .
...
. .night
..
..
.Northern- ·

Jllinois. Joh.nson·- blew the opportunity to show the Buck's
headman what he can do on the
court as he was held to 12 points
in the Hatters win .
The former Cincinnati Royal
(who are now based in Kansas
City - Omaha) Most Valuable
Player and NBA all-star took the
oportunity to be a house guest of
the Powells.
Conversing with Embry in
Powell's office. I asked him what
he looks for in a prospective pro
player. "He has to have physical
skills such as jumping ability and
a shwting touch.;" said Embry,
who at 38 had gray streaks in his.
afro haircut.

~ .

- -'-' They
don ' t
have
to
ne cessarily have all playing
skills . The intangibles such as
n1ental toughness and concentration are so important,"
said Embry puffing on a big
cigar.
Commenting
on
if
the
Southeast ballplayers are different from the Midwest or West,
Embry said, "They are basically
all the same ."
Embry feels the "big man" in
the college ranks presently is
Morgan State's · 6-11 center,
· · Ma'rvin Webster.
In talking , about big men,
Embry ·said ' .Wilt · Chamberlain· : ·
was the toug~est" opponent He.
guarded .m the ten years· he
played the game.
·
Rl•marking on' Bill Russell's
recent decision not to accept the
induction into the Basketball Hall
of Fame. Embry who played
behind Russell at Boston in the
1967-68 championship season,
said he wasn't surprised at his
tkeision.
P1l\n•ll presented FTU's "big
in f)-1 Bl•nnie Shaw to
Emhr~' in last Friday 's 105-76
drubbing of FIT. Embry was
''impressed'' as Shaw showed his
state. I eading scorii:ig ability
hitting for :15 points along with
ninc rebounds .
111a11 ..

Powcll and Embry played
together for the Redskins' squad
with Embry at-center and Powell
at forward. Powell said, "Wayne
would always be the. leading
scorer and I would be behind
him ." E1i1hry played college ball
at 240 pounds . .

Tlw tow<.'ring center was first
introduced to the Bucks'
11rganization in the 1968 <'Xpat1sion draft. Embry played his
last s(•ason in 1968-69 and ended
his 11 -H•ar carper with a total of
IS-1-1 rt•hounds and a 12.S points
per l!il nw a \'<'rage>.

REUNION - Buck's GM Wayne Embry watches the FTU
Knights trounce FIT 105-76 while college roommate
John Powell looks on. <Photo by Alan Geeslin)

Center Willy Belotte (No. 54) goes up for two points
against FIT def ender in lopsided victory lor 12-9 Knights
<Photo by Alan Geeslin)

fo~m bry rPcei \'l'd his present
positions in the Bucks' 1970-71
sl'ason. lhl' ,·ca r the Rucks took
tlll' ii· first ai1d so far . their only
i\HA title .

'

•

SX Crushes ·A TO,
Takes Greek Title
B_y .J@e D~ Salvo· .

.Before a packed side-line
crowCP M the east intramural
basketball colirt, it , was supposedly the battle of the undefeated Greeks, last Friday
afternoon. At the end it was all
Sigma Chi as they romped over
the outplayed Alpha Tau Omega
squad, 36-19.
With the win, SX keeps the
Fraternity League lead with a 7-0
mark while ATO fell to second
place at 6-1.
SX. · playing a 1 tenacious
defensive game shut out ATO's
potent offensive attack in taking
a commc:rnding 9-0 lead before
ATO 's first bucket of the game
with 7: 30 left in the first 15 minute
half.
SX went into intermission with
a lopsided 20-6 lead. The score
was indicative of SX's ability to
control the boards on both ends of
the court.
A TO came out fired up on the
final· stanza as they ran a 6-1
spurt to <;lose the gap to 21-12.
That was the closest they got as
SX ran a hot streak of their own
as a 7-2 tear gave them a comfortable 28-14 lead.
The difference in the game was
A TO's 18 personal fouls plus four
tc.•chnicals while SX compiled
only 11 personals in the physical
contest.
The referees turned in a
n•spcctablc performance as they
kept lhc game under control
despite
ATO's
constant.
rdwllious rPbuttal of manv c·::ills .
'
.
Tlw \'ictors were led by Pete
I Jackman with 10 points· while
I >oug Akl•rs and Guy Linder
1·hipped in c.•ight points apiece .
:\TO's high s-: orer was Hich
.Johnston with <'ight points .

~~hnston was ejected late in t~e

when he threw a p~eee of.
· his jersey at one of the r~ferees in
disgust .
~ame,

INTRAMURAL B-BALL
By Monte Shoemaker

As SX took over sole possession
11f first place in the fraternity
league, FS~· S remained ahead in
the Independent Black League
and Headhunters continued to
lead the Independent Gold
League.
FSS.·S dismembered SX II 61 -27
to run t.heir season's tally to 7-0.
K. Lar5on and D. Allgaier scor~
15 and- 16 points respective}
)
lead 'FS&S to yet another i
pressive victory. With scoring
performances of 60 or more
points the FS&S team has
displayed potential to take the
intramural title.
Headhunters of the Gold
League chalked up another
victory when they won via a
forfeit by Mafia, running their
league leading mark to 6-0.
Standout Carlos Fenn who is
avcraghg nearly 24 points- per gaml'. leads this potent offense
which ~hould give the FS& S a
real battle for the Independent
League title. barring any unforseeable upsets of either league
leader .
The winncr of the Independent
League title game will meet SX
for the Intramural title. Though
SX has shown superior defense as
Wl'll as a tuned -up offense. they
should ·he facing their toughest
opporll'nt of the season when they
llH'l'l the Independent champ for
·tlw title .

h·l>rtWr>·
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Netters Zero In On
Win No. 1 9-0

•

Freshman ~oug · Hull shows his b;ickhand during a
recent practice. Hull took 6-2, ~-1 win against Embry Riddle at No. 6. (Photo by Fred Sommffl')

Hy Joe De Salvo
I
The F'TU tennis team had
such an easy time in gaining
their first win of the season
Riddle 9-0 in Daytona Beach
last Thursday , they ran a
111 ile on the famous beach to
get their workout.
It was n'o contest as all nine
n;atchcs were decided in twostraight sets with the match
ending in two hours .
''We're playing as a team,"
said a very satisfied Coach
Lex Wood. "They're starting
to jell which was first in dicated in the suspended
Samford match." In that
match. FTU was about to
take a . come from behind
,·ictory over the Alabama
\'isitors
when
darkness
prevented the end of the
match. "We finally got some
team spirit," . added · Wood.

Grapplers _Eye 32-0 GatorS
Ry Joe DcS;llvo

You would thir.~ FTU is
playirig the University of
F'lorida in a bi~ fo0tball game
by IPokh1g at the "Beat
Florida" signs ;:>osted all
around
thPPhysical
Education Bu'1ding this past
\H1 ek.
Avtually, it's Coc1ch Gerald
c;ergley's art -..vork in hopes of
spurring his 8-4 wrestling
team tc~ victqry over state
powc ·house f 'lorida , tonight
in G~.incsville:
The Knights, coming off an
impressive ~6-0 white-wash
given to visiting Washington
and Lee last Friday, will
rnmpete against the 32-0
c;ators. The undefeated
<;ators took a close victory
from the same Kentucky
squad who P.::tve the Kni1?hts
their worst beating of - the
season, 35-2 on Feb. 2.
The winner of tonight's
important meet will be
declared "best team in the
state.'' according to Gergley .

<:l'rgley 's not guaranteeing
a victory for FTU but he said
" WP 'II give it ou: best effort. ;
Hoth teams will have thefr
No. 1 1ineups on the mat as
FTU's Mike Wareing returns
from the injury list at 150
while the Gators will be
getting themselves prepared
for the upcoming Southeast
C'onfer<.'nce Tournam~nt.
. Gcrgley was a hclppy man
1n commenting on · the
Washi11gton and Lee victory.
''Anytime you shut out a team
:~6-0. it's got to be a super
dfort."
said
Gergley.
"Everybody wrestled good
t'lnd gave it their best iob ."
In the .118-pound m'~tch,
Jeff Einerson
defeated
lloward Kuipp 5-0 to start off
the string of ten consecutive
match wins. Scott Sherman at
126, came back with another
shutout, 6-0, over Don
Overdorff.
Pat Murphy, coming off his
successful
state
championship competition, got the
only pin of the meet at 6:00 of
his match with Lee Keck, at

Sophomore
George
\'anovitch made a successful
debut for the season at 142 as
Ile convincingly defeated
Brian Iray, 9-5. Yanovitch
went into the last fall losing 02.
John Theders filled in
nicely at 150 for the injured
Wareing by crushing Ed
.Johnson I s-s
Tom Hammons used six
third-period points to defeat
James Crytzer 11-6 at 158.
State champ Mike Shivers
at 167, humbled Ray Smith 16:> while at 177, Greg McCoy
took advantage of all his four
points in the last fall to top
Doug Ford 4-2.
Al Lloyd took care of the
190-pounder Bill Cole 6-3 and
heavyweight Dave Garner
put the icing on the cake with .
a 12-2 win over Steve
Schiveizerhof 12-2.
The loss left the visitors
fromk Virginia ·with a 8-6

Coach Lamar BoO-sts
Swim Teams Cause
Ry Walt Morris

•

The FTU swim club is
regrouping under a new
coach this quarter.
Tom Lamar , the new
coach, co'.nes to FTU with a
r<.'cord that few men can
111atch. Lamar has had 29
state champion teams at four
di fferent high schools.
"We aren 't looking for state
l'ccord holders." said the
Maitland Junior.Jjigh School
kachcr. "just a few kids that
:1r<.' willing to work and take a
lrtlk- pain .
"It's going to be difficult
arranging meets with sch()(.'1<;
that
have
long
t~en
(•stablishc-J,' · Lamar said.
·· Right now WC' 're pretty sure
the juni ir r_·olleges and
\·ommunity colleges are
i11t<.'r"sted i!1 swimming
against u~.
''Wl' dt,.i't want a com ~
pditive schedule this year,
hut plan to enter next year
\\·ith a competitive frame of
Ill ind ."
'
Lamar has coached the
\\'inter Park Y .M .C.A. and
\\'intc.•r !'ark High School
tt•ams and lw hopes this will
tu•lp huild tlw !<.·arr
"Tllt•sc kids ha\'C.' the opport11111t~· to look back in
\ears to conw and sav ·1
lr('lpc·d
~tart
it'
(the

program l, · Lamar corr.
mcnted. "To me it would be a
·
de! ightf ul memory ."
Lamar believes because
there arc no grants-in-aid it
will hurt the team. but adds at
the moment all schools are
having financial problems.
''W<.• have a great facility
lwrc."
Lamar
boasted.
.. Anytime you Ii ave a facility
that is like ours you. can win .

"This is a unique experience," Lamar said. "I've
never been1n a situation quite
like it before.
.. ft'"s going to take patience
and as long as we don't break
down and get a few meets
under our belts we 'II be
11kay."
If the FTU team is "okay"
like the rest of Lamar's
tPams. the Kni'ght squad is on
its way to a successful future.

Weightlifters Nip Gators
For State Chainpionship
' Breaking tradition the FTU
\\'l'ightlifting squad outlifted
. ·the University of Florida to
· l'apture
the
Florida
C'ollegiate
Championships.
Till' Knight lifters who have a
hist'>ry of losing to the Gators
h:v slim margins rallied
Saturday to win the team
trophy by two points.
. .John Milbur.:n. recovering
lrom a knee injurv. took first
plan· in thl' 12:~ i)()und class
·\·ith a 120 lb snatch and a 180
II> l'l(•an a11d _jerk .
Sheridan B<'cht. attempting
;1 personal rl'cord. was unable.'
to lol'k -01 1l l9S lb 11i the jerk
;t11cl \\·as crt'dited with a 17s lb
1·lt'an and j('rk and J-t;) lh

l{olando Figueroa placed
third in the 148 lb c\ass with a
:i25 lb total. The. "48's" turned
out to he the most highly
1·0111petitive class in the meet. ·
wa11<er. the club's
:wo lbs
;111d \\on s<.•cond place in the
lfi:l lb class. Walker ·hopes to
rnmpi'.te i~1 the teenage
l'hamp1onsh1ps in Daytona
B(•ach in two wr•<>kc.:
•
1mug

!l<.'Wl'~t lifkr. tc)taled

Tlw l 'l uh made its strongest
~llo\\'ing of the s<'ason proving
that cl<•spit<• tlw lack of on··arnpus facitit l"S th<' team is
' ' i 11 a th 1·c.•at 1111 the state
Il • \ ' t' I .

111 the No. l singles,
recently elected captain. Joe
J,ucci . used only 45 minutes to
dispose Bruce Shaeffer 6-0. 62. At No. 2 Mike Dezeeuw
t•asily took care of Mike
McCraw 6-2. 6-2.
No. 3 Nate Smith overpowered Sverre Sta uret 6-1, 6o. Gail Graban had identical
scores for his victory over
Ray Vikili at No. 4. Travor
Graham used two , 6-1 sets to
top Ceasar Perez while freshman Doug Hull handled
Martin Lowe, 6-2, 6-1.
The Knights proved just as
powerful in the doubles as the
N1.>. l team of Smith and
Dezeeuw
knocked
off
Shaeffer and Lowe 6-1, 6-0. At
No. 2, Mark Gunderson
teamed up with Graham to
def eat McGraw and Perez 62, 6-1. The successful road
trip came to an end as No. 2
Lucci and Bill Steltzer

liumh1ed Stuaret and Vikili 6o. (i-2.
The Knights' match with
FlT on Monday was canceled
for the second straight year.
Wood commented that FTU
will
not
schedule
the
Engineers ~rom Melbourne
again .
Looking into next quarter's
action, Wood is excited about
his newest recruit in Steve
Bryant.
The " highly talented"
Bryant, who will be a fresh111 an. comes from South
Africa with outstanding
credentials. Bryant · was
ranked in the top 10 in the
._iunior standings and played
111 the adult rankings.
"He's one hellacious tennis
player,'' said Wood on Bryant
wl~~se completing one year of
military service at the age of
18.

Cool Bats ·Leave

Goldsox With Split
B~·

.Jo(' Dl' Salvo

Th.c F~U baseball team _ fe~I
punch 1.:s.s last Saturday as 1t
11rc11ed . 1t~ 1975 season with a
dt~appointing doubleheader split
\\'1th
Bethune-Cookman
in
Oaydma Beach.
The Knights, after losing 1-0 in
the first gam!', came back to post
a goose egg on the Wildcats as
Stan Edge hurled a nifty threehitter. in winning 2-0.
FTU got the.ir lone two runs of
the day with a help of a passed
hall and a Steve Crutcher
sacrifice fly. Jn the opener
fircballcr Sam Swanger mad~
11ne mistake in the home seventh
as the Wildcat's Graham hit the
game winner over the left field
fence. Swanger only gave up four
hits in the losi_n~ effort.
Assistant Coa~h Dave Sting,
who played third base for the
Knights before graduating last
season. was disappointed over
the team's lackluster showing
with the bats.
''We're better hitters than we
showed. The pitchers were
throwing · slow breaking stuff
which Wl Just couldn't hit," said
String.
String felt Swanger and
.Johnson "had super stuff" and
that the defense played exl'eptionally well by the fact they
didn't commit an error in the
day's action.
The Knights will get a rematch
against the same Wi'ldcats
tomorrow afternoon at one when
they meet in a doubleheader at
the renovated Sanford Stadium .
"We should come right back
against them." said a confident
Strin~.

String and Head Coach Doug
Holmquist. Monday. attended a
baseball press day in Gainesville.
String is real excited about the
great possibility of having a preseason state tournament in\'Olving the major colleges in
Florida.
The proposed tour•1 anwnt would not include junior
('ollcges . .

:-itnng. wno wams to organize
and run the tournament, feels it
\\'iii give the state college
ha~eball progrn .n "good public
r<•lations.
It would bring the
area scouts to 011e centralized
an'a." The proposed tourney
1·ould be held at Orlando's Tinker
Fi<.'ld.

Gal Netters
.Face Tough
Opp_()nents
By Linda Mitchell

Despite a limited budget. the
women's tennis team is full of
spirit and ready to win! This year
the team is being coached by
Rocky Thomas. a graduate of
Rollins College and previously
the tennis team coach at Winter
Park High School.
Though the tennis team is
young and less experienced than
the larger universities, Coach
Rocky has faith in her players.
She feels sure her girls can beat
Flagler College, a team the
Knights previously lost to, 6-3.
In the Tampa rnatch, however,
the Knights came out on top, 7-2.
Hocky was pleased with the team
dfort and felt everyone played

w<.'11 .
She feels her toughest oppon·ent
will most likely be the University
of South Florida, which the
Knights face on March 13.
ln April. the team travels to the
Intercollegiate Tourney. Both
Hocky and Lhe players are
anxiously awaiting those matehes. and pla'l to bring home
some wins.
The team includes Laura
Pooser. Kathy Mitchell, Holly
Lutz, Tracy Stapp, Debbie Kall,
Kathy Schell. Kim Drury, Terri
llir.t< 1n and Kim Ackley.

Do You
Like Adventure?
Like To Dive?
Like To Take Tropical Trips?
Like To Party?
·
Like To Save Money? - Really, I
Mean Save~

Join An Action Club!
Scuba World's Adventure Divers
:ll07 E . Colonial Drive <Across from Fla.
lliwa y Patrol>
Call <:m5l 273-3373 for Free information.
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COME ON

CAROL
GIVE ME A BREAK!
T:\l· K:\PP:\ EPSILON

TKE brothers enjoyed Friday's
Yalrntine Party given by the
Little Sisters.
Tonight TKE is going to have a
ritual ceremony, ending with a
brrr party. A warm-up party will
be held Saturday before the
brothers. dates and Little Sisters
travel to the Rollins-FTU game
at Rollins.
:\LPIIA ('III OMEGA

Alpha Chi would like to thank
the brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha
for their help on the homecoming
float, and to the brothers of
igma Chi for: the social.
Scholarship awards for last
quarter went to Renee Cooley for
the highest quarter GPA and to
Doris Hamilton for the most
improved quarter GPA. Carnation Girl for January was Jill
...[{caves, who also received the
Brst Pledge Award.
Recently the second anniversary of the installation of
the Epsilon Sigma Chapter of
Alpha Chi Omega was celebrated
by the ~hird annual "ApplePol ishing Tea ' for the FTU ·
faculty and administration.

flew down from the national
office of Delta Sigma Pi, located
in Qxford, Ohio.
Chapter President Ted Parsons
led a tour of the operations of
Eastern Airlines at the Jetport on
Feb. 15. Brother Parsons is
t'm ployed by Eastern.

At the Southeastern Intrafraternity Conference last
weekend in Atlanta, IFC VicePresident Jim ·Thomas <PKAl
was elected to serve as Area II
Vice-President of SEIFC.

IICE

YERS

8IGMA ALPflA EPSILON

The brothers of Florida Epsilon
recently elected new officers
Jack Stacy, president and Terry
Driscoll, vice-president.
Last Sunday evening was the
annual Valentines Day · Little
Sister Banquet held at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Roche. Michelle
MacBurney was crowned SAE
Sweetheart -- congratulations.

'UNIVERSITY YEAR FOR ACTION'
VQlunteer Selection Now
Beginning Fedruary 1st the Division of Continuing Education
will begin screening and selecting 30 VOLUNTEERS.

DELTA DELTA DELTA

Last Saturday the Sisters held
their annual Wine Tasting party.
After the hors d'oeuvres and
wine, the girls and their dates sat
down to an Italian spaghetti
dinner.
The Tri Deltas made Valentine's Day favors for the children
at Winter Park Hospital and
Florida Hospital.
PHI CAPPA ALPHA

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

The members of Alpha Phi
Omega cordially invite anyone
interested in joining the
fraternity to drop by th·e information tables today in the
Village Center or Monday in the
Engineering Building. A rush
meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 26 in room 214 of the
Village Center, from 10-11 a .m. or

INTHAFRATERNITY COUNCIL

Pike Chapter Development
Director Jim Highberger is here
this weekend for Pike's second
anniversary as a chapter.
The Pikes will have car washes
this weekend at two locations Exxon on 17-92 at 50 and at Dar's
University Gulf Station.

WHO qualifies
r al An)' full-time FTU undergraduate student.
r b > Oldrr persons already enrolled in FTU or those who wish to return to school to p1,1rsue
of study.

a course

WHAT is the program?
<a) l niv('rsity Year for Action is an anti-poverty volunteer program for full-time undergraduate
slud('nts who work in outside agencies for one full year while they are pursuing their academic
d('gr('<'S. Each VOLUNTEER will be paid $150 per month from ACTION funding during the year of
off-campus activity.
·
<bl Off-campus work-academic experience

2-3 p.i;n .
,\m('rican j(('d Cross
l\'('ighhorhood Law Offices of Central Florida. Inc.
::. Fostrr C:rnnclpar('nts - Sunland Center
I. HS\' P - H<'tir<'d St•niors Vohmteer Program
:i . · ('ity of Orlandp Citizens Advisory Committee
I.

:!.

SIGMA CHI

Last week the Sigs ·honored .
their Little Sisters with a Little
Sister Appreciation Day - ending
with a party at the fraternity
house. complete with ice cream
floats and a huge Valentine cake
furnished by the Little Sisters. ·
Thanks to the Tyes and Tri-Delts
for the Valentine cards.
Assistant Executive Secretary
Roger Bingham visited Eta Pi
last week and left favorably
impressed with the progress
made.
Don't forget - SX Bathtub
Regatta -- March 8 at Lake
Fairview.

St .Johns
Metaphysical
Episcopal ·
Church

(Christian Spiritualist)
,
Services
'I

The brothers of Theta Si.gma
chapter were honored to have
Chapter Consultant Brother
Terry Garrett at a special
mcetin Feb. 11. Brother Oarrett

agency work under super-vision of UY A director,

10 A.M. OPEN FORUM and
Sunday School for Children
~ 11. AJ~ : Mornjng Worship;,
Holy Communion and Message Service

7:30. P.M. Evening Worship andMessage Service ._

Ramada Inn East

DELTA SIGMA PI

(C) VOLUNTEERS - participate in social service

ev. hip Finzer

E. Highway 50 at F.T.U.
·Rt. Rev. Chip Finm, Rector

the agency director, and on-campqs academjc advisor.

HOW CAN THE HOW can the .VOLUNTEERS work
full-time in a social service agency and still pursue their
acadernic pro~am?

Titusville Ph. 267-5798

Thc•y nwy takt• om• t•H•ning course on campus.
Tlwy may nrnkc• s1wdal arrangements with an instructor to meet course requirements via:
.. a. s1w<:ial topics courst•s
.. h. s1w<:ial n•adin~s <·ourst•s
. . <'. indc•1u·1ult•nl study <'ottrst•s

I.
:!.

A

lafayaLils

Apartments

·$ 70 Per Month

:: . Spt•<•i;;1 I st•minan; will ht• pro\'ided to volunteers supplementing their majors and field ex1wr it•nt·t•s.
.

2 Bedroom

Sc•IN·tions and appointnwnts will dost' February :!8th - Program starts beginning :!nd quarter :\pril I.

Furnishes

('ontad - ('lifford Prntt or Dr. lfonald Nt•well for information. applications. and int('rviewing-

LIGHTED TENNIS COURTS
VOLLEYBALL
BASKETBALL
POOL
RECREATION ROOM
.. LAUNDRY FACILITIES
. SECURITY

l Mile South of FTU Entrance
Open Fo: Inspection 9-6, · 275 -8950.

Dr. Ronald ANewell
Mr. Clifford 0. Pratt

Adm Bldg 395 Phone:

Fine Arts Bldg. Rm. 212

275-2124
lo·

